Abstract: This paper develops a supervised discriminant technique, called marginal and nonlocal discriminant embedding (MNDE), for dimensionality reduction of high-dimensional data in small sample size problems. MNDE can be seen as a linear approximation of a multimanifold-based learning framework in which nonlocal property is taken into account besides the marginal property and local property. MNDE seeks to find a set of perfect projections that not only can impact the samples of intraclass and maximize the margin of interclass, but also can simultaneously maximize the nonlocal scatter that characterizes the sum scatter of any pair of data out of local K-neighborhood. This characteristic makes MNDE more intuitive and more powerful than LDA and Marginal Fisher Analysis (MFA). The proposed method is applied to face recognition and is examined on the Yale and AR face image databases.
INTRODUCTION
Dimensionality reduction is to reconstruct a meaningful low-dimensional representation of high-dimensional data. From the perspective of pattern recognition, dimensionality reduction is an effective means of avoiding the "curse of dimensionality" [1] and improving the computational efficiency of pattern matching. In the past few years, many manifold-based algorithms have been proposed for discovering intrinsic low-dimension embedding of high dimensional data. A linear technique, Locality Preserving Projections (LPP) [2] , has been proposed for dimensionality reduction that can preserve local relationships within the data set that lies on a lower dimensional manifold. Other nonlinear methods, such as isometric feature mapping (ISOMAP) [3] , local linear embedding (LLE) [4] , and Laplacian Eigenmap [5] , have been proposed to find the intrinsic low-dimensional nonlinear data structures hidden in observation space. There are other novel algorithms for clustering and dimentionality reduction [6] . However, current manifold learning algorithms might be unsuitable for pattern recognition tasks in that they concentrate on representing the high-dimensional data with low-dimensional data instead of classification or that they only considered the locality and couldn't give a clear nonlinear map when applied to a new sample, such as ISOMAP and LLE.
Recently, graph-based algorithms became a hot point. Yan et al. [7] proposed a newly general framework called graph embedding for dimensionality reduction, from which many algorithms, such as PCA, LDA, LPP, ISOMAP, LLE, Laplacian Eigenmap can all be reformulated. Using the graph embedding framework as a platform, they developed a novel dimensionality reduction algorithm, Marginal Fisher Analysis (MFA), to overcome the limitation of LDA. The powerful strength of their algorithm came from the intrinsic graph and the penalty graph that are defined in local neighborhood. This suggested that their framework did not take the nonlocality [8] , i.e. nonlocal scatter, into account. The nonlocal scatter was characterized by the mean square of the Euclidean distance between any pair of the projected sample points that are defined outside local δ -neighborhoods ( δ >0). Yang et al. [8] proposed an Unsupervised Discriminant Projection (UDP) algorithm considering the nonlocal and local quantities at the same time, which could be viewed as a simplified or regularized version of LPP [9] . The effect of neglecting nonlocality in MFA algorithm framework is that its projection directions can not ensure that the sum square distances between any pair of the projected samples in different classes will be farther than that in observation space. This means some samples in different classes might be closer in feature space than in observation space. Therefore, this will degrade the recognition rates.
To address this disadvantage, we take both the nonlocality and marginal property into account and propose a new criterion method: marginal and nonlocal discriminant embedding (MNDE). Firstly, the intrinsic graph is designed to characterize the intraclass compactness, the marginal graph formulated for interclass separability, and the nonlocal graph out of intraclass for nonlocallity. Then, based on these characterizations, we proposed a criterion that is similar to the classical Fisher criterion. The optimal solutions can be obtained by solving a generalized eigen-equation. MNDE not only has the same advantages of MFA compared to LDA mentioned in [6] , such as no assumption on the data distributions, obtaining more projections and more separability of different classes. But also, MNDE captures the sum scatter of nonlocal neighborhood with the form of nonlocal graph instead of global scatter that PCA captures. Furthermore, because we absorb the nonlocal property out of intraclass and use the maximal criterion, the solutions of MNDE are optimal and more robust than MFA and LDA in small sample size problems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review the MFA in section 2. Section 3 develops the relevant theory and method of MNDE. Experiments are shown in section 4. Finally, section 5 offers our conclusions. 
Marginal and Nonlocal Discriminant Embedding for Face Recognition
In MFA algorithm, intrinsic graph { , } Interclass separability can be characterized by a penalty graph with the term 2 ( ) ( ) With the intrinsic graph and penalty graph, MFA algorithm solves corresponding generalized eigen-equation of the following criterion:
Marginal and Nonlocal Discriminant Embedding (MNDE)
What is an optimal projection for classification in dimensionality reduction? In our opinion, the optimal projections may be those that can minimize the distance of the samples of intraclass, maximize the margin of interclass and the nonlocal scatter at the same time. However, none of the algorithms mentioned above can guarantee these three requests at the same time. In this paper, we simultaneously take the classification and dimensionality reduction into account within a step to develop an algorithm to find a set of projections that can simultaneously satisfy these three requests based on graph embedding. That is MNDE.
Marginal Graph and Nonlocal Graph of MNDE
In MNDE algorithm, there are three graphs: intrinsic graph, marginal graph and nonlocal graph. We call them as basic graphs. Usually there are two variations for weighting the nearest neighbors, heat kernel and simple-minded. In this paper, we adopt the form of "simple-minded".
For simplicity, the following graphs we construct only
give the form of K -neighborhood (we can obtain the same form graph with δ -neighborhood). Similar to section 2.3., marginal separability can be characterized by the marginal graph { , } ma X W defined with the term: is constructed as follows:
where 1, (
. . From the form of no S , it is easy to see that it exactly characterizes the sum scatter of the samples in nonlocal graph.
The criterion of MNDE
MNDE seeks to find a set of optimal projections that not only can impact the samples of intraclass and maximize the margin of interclass, but also can maximize the nonlocal scatter out of intraclass at the same time. Based on the three basic graphs mentioned above, we have the criterion of MNDE:
The above criterion is formally similar to the Fisher criterion since they are both Reyleigh quotients. Therefore, we can obtain its optimal solutions by solving a generalized eigen-equation:
where λ is generalized eigenvalue, ω is generalized eigenvector correspondingly. For a classification problem, the optimal projections may be those that can compress the samples of intraclass, maximize the margin of interclass and the sum scatter of local K -neighborhood out of intraclass at the same time.
None of the algorithms mentioned above can guarantee these three requests at the same time. However, MNDE can achieve this purpose. MNDE absorbs and develops the idea of the methods mentioned above in clear way: the first component of its criterion (8) impacts the samples of intraclass and maximizes the margin of interclass and the second part maximizes the sum scatter nonlocal neighborhood at the same time. Therefore, we can say that MNDE finds a tradeoff of impacting the samples of intraclass, maximizing the margin of interclass and the sum scatter out of nonlocal neighborhood at the same time.
In summary of the preceding description, the following provides the MNDE algorithm:
Step Step 3. Solve the generalized eigen-equation (9) and obtain the generalized eigenvectors The feature vector y is used to represent the sample in the low-dimension feature space and used for recognition purposes.
MNDE and MFA are both supervised subspace learning techniques based on graph embedding. They are closely related with each other on the intrinsic graph in local neighborhood. Their criteria and idea, however, are quite different: firstly, MNDE adopts the maximal criterion and MFA adopts the minimal criterion instead. Secondly, MNDE introduces the nonlocal graph to characterize the nonlocal scatter, but MFA doesn't. Thus MNDE will be more robust than MFA in data predicting. Thirdly, MFA finds the projections that only minimize the ratio between the intraclass compactness and the interclass separability, thus it can not guarantee the three requests mentioned in section 3.3. But MNDE can make it.
Experiments
To evaluate the proposed MNDE algorithm, we systematically compare it with the PCA, LDA and MFA algorithm in real-work face databases: Yale, and AR. The Yale database was used to examine the system performance when both facial expressions and illumination are varied. The AR database was employed to test the performance of the system under conditions where there is a variation over time, in facial expressions, and in lighting conditions. Euclidean distance and nearest neighborhood classifier are used in all the experiments. The number of local neighborhood K is chosen as K = 1 l − , where l denotes the number of training samples per class. The justification for this choice is that each sample should connect with the remaining 1 l − samples of the same class provided that intraclass samples are well clustered in the observation space.
Experiment on Yale Database
The Yale face database contains 165 images of 15 individuals (each person providing 11 different images) under various facial expressions and lighting conditions. In our experiments, each image was manually cropped and resized to 100×80 pixels. Fig. 1 shows sample images of one person. For computational effectiveness, we down sample it to 50×40 in this experiment. We focus on the case that there are outliers (left-light and right-light images can be viewed as outliers) in training set and test set. The experiment was performed using the first six images (i.e., center-light, with glasses, happy, left-light, without glasses, and normal) per class for training, and the remaining five images (i.e., right-light, sad, sleepy, surprised, and winking) for testing. For feature extraction, we used, respectively, PCA (eigenface), LDA (Fisherface), MFA and the proposed MNDE. Note that LDA, MFA, and MNDE all involve a PCA phase preserved 95% energy. The maximal recognition rate of each method and the corresponding dimension are given in table 1. As it is shown in table 1 and fig.2 , the top recognition rate of MNDE is significantly higher than the other methods. Why can MNDE significantly outperform the other algorithm? An important reason may be that MNDE not only characterizes the nonlocal scatter but also builds the adjacency relationship of data points using K-nearest neighbors at the same time, thus eliminates more negative influence of outliers. 
Experiment on the AR face Database
The AR face contains over 4,000 color face images of 126 people (70 men and 56 women), including frontal views of faces with different facial expressions, lighting conditions, and occlusions. The pictures of 120 individuals (65 men and 55 women) were taken in two sessions (separated by two weeks) and each section contains 13 color images. 7 images of these 120 individuals are selected and used in our two experiments. The face portion of each image is manually cropped and then normalized to 50×40 pixels. The sample images of one person are shown in Fig. 3 . These images vary as follows: neutral expression , smiling, angry , screaming, left light on , right light on , all sides light on. In experiments, the first 7 images in the first section (the first line images in fig.5 .) are used. The first l images ( l varies from 3 to 5) in first section are selected from the image gallery of each individual to form the training sample set. The remaining 7 l − images are used for testing. For each l , PCA, LDA, MFA and MNDE are, respectively, used for face recognition. In the PCA phase of LDA, MFA, and MNDE, the energy is set to be 95 or 96 percent. The dimension step is set to be 5. Finally, a nearest-neighbor classifier is employed for classification. The maximal recognition rate and the dimension are shown in Table 2 . The recognition rate curves versus the variation of dimensions are shown in Fig.4 From Table 2 , Fig.4 , we can see first that MNDE significantly outperforms MFA and LDA, and second that as supervised methods, MNDE is more robust than MFA and LDA when there are different facial expressions and lighting conditions, irrespective of the variation in training sample size and dimensions. Moreover, it should be noted that the recognition rate of MFA is lower than LDA and affected the most when the training number is 3 and 4. The reason may be that when there are no lighting samples in training set, the local neighbor of MFA can't reflect or predict the relationship with the lighting samples in test set in a certain sense. However, when the training number is 5, i.e., there is one lighting image on the training set, the local graph and penalty graph can characterize the property of the data. Thus, MFA is superior to LDA when the training number is 5. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we develop a supervised discriminant technique, called Marginal and Nonlocal Discriminant Embedding (MNDE), for dimensionality reduction of high-dimensional data in small sample size cases. The projection of MNDE can be viewed as a linear approximation of the nonlinear map that uncovers and separates embeddings corresponding to different manifolds in the final embedding space. MNDE considers the local property, marginal property and nonlocal property and seeks to find a projection that not only can impact the samples of intraclass and maximize the margin of interclass, but also can maximize the nonlocal scatter at the same time. The consideration of the three aspects makes MNDE more intuitive and more powerful than LDA and MFA for classification tasks. Our experimental results on three popular face image databases demonstrate that MNDE is more effective than LDA and MFA in small sample size problems.
